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ABSTRACT The process by which cells encounter their targets is the first step of a number of cell functions involved in
the immune response, such as cell-mediated cytotoxicity and phagocytic ingestion of foreign material. In many
instances, this encounter may be rate-limiting, and therefore it is important to understand what factors influence the
encounter rate.
One key aspect of cell-target encounter is the motility behavior of the cell in the vicinity of a target. This movement
may be entirely random, or there may be a directed, or chemotactic, component to it. In this paper we focus on the
effects of cell motility properties, and particularly the chemotactic directional bias, on the rate of cell-target encounter.
Specifically, we derive an expression for the mean encounter time of cells that meet targets in two dimensions as a
function of the cells' directional orientation bias. We show that a modest degree of bias can reduce the mean encounter
time by orders of magnitude, while nearly perfect directional bias offers little additional benefit. We illustrate the
application of these results to a particular example system: alveolar macrophages removing inhaled particles and
bacteria from the lung surface.
INTRODUCTION
Many immunological processes require that cells come into
contact with other cells or foreign particles. For example,
cytotoxic T-lymphocytes and natural killer cells kill virus-
infected or tumor cells. The mechanism of the iysis, or
killing, is not known, but the process requires direct
cell-target contact (6). Another example is the process of
phagocytosis, the ingestion of particles and bacteria by
cells such as neutrophils and macrophages (6). These cells
must encounter their targets before they can ingest them.
After consuming foreign material, macrophages can also
activate T-lymphocytes through antigen presentation. This
is a binding step, again requiring cell-cell contact, in which
macrophages "present" the foreign material to the unacti-
vated cell (26). Effective cell function thus not only
depends on the cells' ability to perform the binding or
killing steps but also on its efficiency in encountering a
target.
The motility properties of some of the cells involved in
these activities have been studied experimentally, and the
cells have been observed to move with a directional bias in
response to some chemical attractants (7, 9, 27, 32, 34, 36).
These attractants include chemicals that could be pro-
duced by target cells and components of the complement
cascade that are generated by the immune system at the
surface of a foreign particle. Through binding of cell-
surface receptors to such chemoattractants in the environ-
ment, cells can detect a gradient of chemoattractant and
can orient themselves to move toward higher concentra-
tions. This phenomenon is called chemotaxis. Despite its
possible involvement in the processes mentioned above, the
consequences of chemotaxis for the rates of encounter in
vivo are not well understood.
One particular example that illustrates the importance
of the encounter process is the system of phagocytic cells
on the surface of the lung. These are pulmonary alveolar
macrophages, and they maintain a resident population
responsible for removing inhaled particles and bacteria
from the lung surface (12, 28). The effectiveness of the
alveolar macrophage in this clearance is known to depend
on such factors as the initial numbers of bacteria and
macrophages (30) and bacterial growth rates (11). It
should also be affected by cell motility and chemotactic
properties. Two observations that support this latter
assertion concern the effects of age and of ozone exposure
on the lung. It is known that exposure to high levels of
ozone, which reduces alveolar macrophage migration
rates (27), causes lung tissue damage and reduces the rate
of bacterial clearance from the lung surface (11). The
decreasing susceptibility of infants to bacterial lung infec-
tion may be linked to the observed increase in the
chemotactic ability of their alveolar macrophages with
time in their first few weeks of life (35). Insight into the
effects that these factors have on macrophage-target
encounter rate will allow their influence on the perfor-
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mance of alveolar macrophages in the lungs to be
assessed.
This paper investigates the effect of chemotactic direc-
tional bias in cell motion on the rate of encounter between
cells and targets. A two-dimensional system is considered,
both for conceptual simplicity and to allow for straight-
forward comparison to the example system of alveolar
macrophage motion on the lung surface. An expression is
derived for the mean time required for encounter to occur
between a single cell and a target, and encounter times
are calculated for alveolar macrophages reaching targets
on the lung surface.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We wish to derive an equation governing the mean time
required for a cell moving with directional bias in two
dimensions to reach a target. This time is the average over
all possible paths a cell can take from a particular starting
position to the target. The encounter time calculated for a
moving cell meeting a target is equivalent to the mean
capture time that can be calculated for a moving particle
being trapped by an absorber (3), or the mean first passage
time calculated for a moving particle arriving at some
position in space for the first time (10). In the situation
described here, a fixed target is eliminated by a moving cell
when the first encounter between cell and target occurs.
The cell is initially placed within a unit space of radius R
that has a target at its center. Encounter occurs when the
edge of the cell meets the edge of the target, or when their
centers of mass are a distance A apart. This distance A is
the contact radius and is equal to the sum of the radii of cell
and target. For relatively small targets such as particles or
bacteria, this quantity will be essentially equal to the cell
radius, or the effective radius of the moving cell, as its
membrane ruffles and it extends a pseudopod in the
direction of motion ( 1, 31). The unit space is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
When single cell-single target encounter is considered,
the size of the unit space (the area surrounding one target)
-~~cell
r
target R = radius of unit space
A = contact radius
FIGURE 1. Diagram of the unit space.
is equivalent to the total area available to the cell. If more
than one target is present in the entire region of observa-
tion, the surface is essentially covered by adjacent unit
spaces, and the size of the area surrounding each individual
target will depend on the target surface density. For high
target density, the average size of a unit space will be
small, and under these conditions the time required for the
cell to reach any target will be shorter than if the target
density were low.
One way to describe the size of a unit space is to assume
that the targets are uniformly distributed on a surface, in
which case the outer radius of a unit space is equal to half
the average distance between targets. This makes the size
of the unit space a function of the target density and will
therefore make the encounter time an implicit function of
target surface density. If there are T targets per unit
surface area, then the number of targets in a unit space, 1,
is equal to the product of the target surface density, T, and
the area of the unit space:
I = T(rR2) or R=
-/(7rT)'/. (1)
Under this assumption of uniform target distribution, our
model provides an approximation to the actual encounter
time that would be observed in a multiple target system.
Other target distributions are possible, but would presum-
ably lead to more complicated relationships between
encounter time and target density. Berg and Purcell (3)
calculate a current of ligand molecules encountering recep-
tor molecules on the cell surface, and this current is only
slightly smaller for randomly distributed receptors than it
is for a uniform distribution of receptors. By analogy, it is
likely that the average encounter time calculated for cells
meeting randomly dispersed targets would not be much
different than the time we calculate for uniformly distrib-
uted targets.
In the body, many immune cells search for their targets,
but in the initial stages of infection, the cell density will
usually be smaller than the target density. The effect of
competition among cells should be negligible in this case,
so our model for single cell encounter is expected to be
valid. As targets are encountered and eliminated, or as
more immune cells are recruited to the site of infection, the
targets will be outnumbered. In this case it may be
necessary to determine the size of the unit space from the
cell surface density to account for cell-cell interactions.
The actual path traced out by a cell as it moves in the
unit space is modeled as a series of steps. For simplicity, we
assume that the cell takes steps in any of four perpendicu-
lar directions: toward or away from the target and in two
directions lateral to the target. The size of a step is equal to
the product of the cell speed and a characteristic "step
time," T, which will be assumed to be equivalent to the
persistence time of the cell. This is the time between
significant changes in direction of cell motion (8). Obser-
vations of polymorphonuclear leukocytes indicate that this
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time between turns does not depend on either the presence
of a gradient of chemoattractant (22) or the direction of
cell motion relative to that gradient (25, 36). In this model
we assume both constant persistence time and constant cell
speed so that the size of a step will be constant. Cell speeds
can vary in vitro in response to chemical stimulation of the
cell, a phenomenon known as chemokinesis (32). This
complication will not be included in our analysis, as it
would require a specific model for speed as a function of
cell position relative to the target.
To include a bias in cell motion, different probabilities
are assigned to motion in each direction. The probabilities
are defined as shown in Fig. 2. Estimates of these probabil-
ities can be obtained either by observation of many individ-
ual cell paths in vitro or by observation of the orientation
behavior of cells near a target or in a known gradient of
chemoattractant, as in the Zigmond bridge (37). The
actual numbers used in the equation for encounter time
will depend on the chemoattractant gradient around a
target and the cell's ability to respond to it. A steep
gradient of a strong attractant might result in a larger
average value of p than would a shallow gradient of the
same attractant, for example. Rather than focus on a
particular type of gradient and attractant, in this paper we
consider the effect on encounter times of varying these
probabilities. Our results can then be related to various
possible biological systems and compared to typically
observed responses.
The probabilities p, q, and m are related to other
measurable quantities that have been used to describe the
directedness of cell motion: the chemotactic index and the
chemotaxis coefficient. The chemotactic index, or CI, is
defined as the net path length traversed by a cell toward a
source divided by the total distance the cell has traveled
(23). An index of one represents perfectly directed motion,
and an index of zero represents completely random move-
ment. The CI of neutrophils, for example, is about 0.85
under optimal experimental conditions (36). A cell taking
N steps will move pN steps toward the target, qN steps
away, and 2mN steps in the perpendicular direction. The
net number of steps moved toward the source is, therefore,
(p - q)N. For steps of constant length, the CI will be
equal to the ratio of this net number of steps divided by the
total number of steps, or (p - q). Note that while the CI
indicates the net amount of bias in cell motion, it does not
uniquely describe the path of a cell since it is independent
of the probability m. The chemotaxis coefficient used by
Alt (2) and Lauffenburger (18) to describe the directed
motion of a population of cells can be calculated from
population migration data obtained using the linear
under-agarose assay for chemotaxis, or from orientation
data obtained using the Zigmond bridge (37). This coeffi-
cient was first defined by Keller and Segel (15) and is
roughly proportional to the chemotactic index described
above (24).
The position of the cell relative to the target is described
in polar coordinates, as shown in Fig. 3, where r is the
distance from the cell to the target, and 0 describes the
cell's position relative to some arbitrary reference vector.
Motion toward or away from the target changes r by a step
length 6, but does not change 0. A step in the perpendicular
direction is mainly a change in 0, but the cell also travels a
small distance away from the target, dr. If the distance
traveled along the arc of constant radial distance from the
target is equal to 6, then the incremental change in 0
corresponding to this step, dO, is equal to the ratio of this
arc length to the radial position of the arc, b/r. Geometric
arguments, detailed in Appendix A, then lead to the
conclusion that dr is approximately equal to 622/2r.
A difference equation for the encounter time of a
nonrandomly moving cell reaching a target as a function of
the initial distance between them can be derived using a
modification and extension of the approach originally
suggested by Berg and Purcell for nonbiased motion of a
particle near an absorber (3). The mean capture time, or
encounter time, for a cell at any position is equal to the
time elapsed as the cell moves to a new position (the
persistence time) plus the encounter time associated with
that new position. Since the cell can move to any of four
new positions, the encounter time associated with the cell's
new location is the weighted average of the encounter times
for each position to which it can move, and the weighting
factor for each position is the probability that the cell will
move there. The resulting difference equation for W, the
+ 5
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FIGURE 2. Probabilities of motion in different directions.
FIGURE 3. Description in polar coordinates of the positions available to
the cell as it makes a step.
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encounter time, is
W(r, 0) = T + p W(r - 6, 0)
+ q W(r + 6, 0) + m W(r + 62/ 2r, 0 +6/r)
+ m W (r + 62/2r, 0 - b/r).
If we take the limit of this equation as step size becoi
much smaller than the size of the unit space surround
the target and for step times much smaller than the tim
observation of the system, a differential equation for
mean capture time as a function of starting positiol
obtained. The resulting equation is
d2W [2(q - p) (1-p-q)] dW -2
2 - 4pdr2 [6(p+q) r(p+q) J dr 2(p+ q)'
with the boundary conditions
W(A) =0
dW
-(R) = ,dr
where s is cell speed, r is directional persistence time (s
time), 6 is step size (equal to ST), R is outer radius of sp
around target, and A is contact radius.
The combination of speed squared and persistence ti
on the right-hand side of this equation is equivalent t
random motility coefficient for the cell (15, 18). T
parameter describes the randomness of the cell's mot
and is analogous to a diffusion coefficient for moleci
motion. If we make the following substitution,
y = S r/4,
the effects of cell speed and persistence time on
encounter time are incorporated in the two parameter
step size, 6, and random motility coefficient, u.
The boundary condition at r = A follows from the f
that the encounter time is zero when the cell has reacd
the contact radius. The second boundary condition is on
symmetry. For the above equation to describe events i
unit space that is adjacent to other such spaces, we reqi
that the normal derivative of the encounter time evalua
at the outer boundary of the unit space be zero to allow
calculated encounter time to be continuous from one u
space to the next.
The result that encounter time is independent of angu
position of the cell relative to some arbitrary vector start
at the target is actually implicit in our physical picture
the target as a source of some chemical attractant t
influences the direction of the cell. The concentrat
profile of this attractant will be radially symmetric arot
the target, with concentration decreasing as distance fr
the target increases. If we assume that the target and
densities are low, then this concentration profile will
unaffected by the presence of other targets and cells. Sii
the chemoattractant gradient is uniform in the 0 direction,
there will be no change in the cell's encounter time with 0.
To put this equation in dimensionless form, scaling
factors must be chosen for the radial position of the cell and
the encounter time. Distance from the target will be scaled
to the outer radius of the unit space, R. Encounter time
must be made dimensionless with respect to another
parameter that includes time. Possible choices for this
include the persistence time, the cell speed, and the random
motility coefficient. Scaling to persistence time is rejected
immediately because this time is assumed to be much
smaller than the encounter time in the limiting case for
which this differential equation was derived. Dimension-
less equations can be obtained for each of the two remain-
ing choices of characteristic time: speed and random
motility coefficient. The approximate solution of each
equation using the ratio of the step size to the radius of the
unit space as a small parameter may be performed using a
singular perturbation approach. To zeroth order in step
size, the expression for encounter time scaled to speed is
valid only near the target, and the expression for encounter
time scaled to the random motility coefficient is valid only
at the outer boundary of the unit space. These approximate
solutions are presented in Appendix B. Exact solution of
the encounter time equation is presented here for encoun-
ter time scaled to speed, as this is a commonly measured
parameter characteristic of individual cells, while the
random motility coefficient is most accurately obtained
from and applied to cell population responses.
The resulting equation written in scaled form is
d2w [ (q-p) (1-p- q)] dw -2
(4) dp2 + 2 (p + q) + f p (p + q) J dp (p + q) (5a)
with the boundary conditions
a) (A/R) = 0
d-(1) = ,dp
(5b)
(Sc)
where w is dimensionless mean capture time (equal to
Ws/R), p is r/R, and E is 6/R. Now the effects of cell speed
and persistence time on the dimensionless encounter time
are incorporated in the single parameter E.
Solution of this inhomogeneous second-order linear
equation is performed using a variation of parameters
method (4). The result is a closed form solution made up of
three integrals that must be evaluated numerically for
most choices of the parameters involved. This equation is
(A) = [Jr e -kf {b fW eks S b dsdte(p + q) [AIR AIR
+ (f ekss d)( e t t d) (6a)
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where
k = 2 (p-q)
e (p+q)
b p1 1(p+q)
(6b)
(6c)
We compute these integrals by either Gauss-Legendre or
Gauss-Laguerre quadrature (5), depending on the limits of
integration and the form of the integrand.
There are certain sets of probabilities p, q, and m that
permit an exact solution of this differential equation to be
determined, as outlined below.
Case A: Motion in One Dimension (m = 0)
When m is equal to zero, the problem reduces to a
description of motion in one dimension, and the encounter
time is calculated as follows:
p -AIR cepk
(p - q) 2 (p - q)2 eP- kI) (7)
When p = 1, the cell moves directly to the target, and we
would expect that the encounter time will equal the
distance traveled by the cell divided by its speed. For this
choice of probabilities, the above equation becomes
cee 2/ _
w = p - AIR - 2~(e2p/1 - e2AAR).
encounter time over all possible distances between the cell
and target:
2fw(p)pdp
1 - (AIR)2 (12)
Instead of integrating Eq. 6a to obtain this surface aver-
aged encounter time, we return to the original differential
Eq. 5a, multiply each term by a factor of p, and integrate
each term over position, p. A similar equation is obtained
by multiplying Eq. 5a by p2 and integrating over position.
The resulting two equations are combined to provide an
expression for surface averaged encounter time that
requires evaluating only two integrals.
-
1
k [ - (AIR)2][1 -(/)]-(b - 2)g3[ 2k I [1--(A/R)2]
+ (AIR) d (A/R) [(AIR) + (b - 2)]
+ W(l) [k (b ')(b 2) (1 3a)
where
(8)
For small step size, this reduces to the anticipated result:
w = p - A/R, or W= (r- A)Is. (9)
Case B: p = q
When all three probabilities p, q, and m are equal, the
resulting encounter time corresponds to purely random
motion of the cell. As expected, this result is the same as
that obtained by Berg and Purcell for their description of
random particle motion (3).
(v=
-j|ln (p RIA) +I [(AIR)2 - p2i} (10)
Ifp and q are equal to each other but are not equal to 0.25,
the following equation is obtained for encounter time as a
function of initial position of the cell:
2[1 1 2 2j (pC (AIR)C) + - [(AIR)2 _ p ( la)C ~~~~2
where
C = 2--. ( lb)(2p)
The dependence of the encounter time on the actual
position of the cell can be removed by averaging the
2
=(p + q)
gek(AIR) I e ktb dtdw AARI=-Rd (AIR)= (AIR)b
w(1) = gf e kt Jb e s ds dS.AIR JAIR
(13b)
(13c)
(1 3d)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we obtained an expression for
cell-target encounter time as a function of cell speed and
persistence time, directional orientation bias of the cell,
and the dimensions of the area in which the cell searches
for its target. We now evaluate the influence that these
properties have on the encounter time.
Our results show that an increase in cell speed or
persistence time decreases the encounter time. Fig. 4
presents dimensionless average encounter time for com-
pletely random and perfectly directed motion as a function
of the dimensionless step size, E, which is proportional to
the product of speed and persistence time. The separate
effects of cell speed and persistence time on the random
encounter time are shown more clearly in Fig. 5, a plot of
average encounter time (in hours) as a function of cell
speed. The curves are parameterized in persistence times
believed to be characteristic for cells such as polymorpho-
nuclear leukocytes (13, 38) and alveolar macrophages. The
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range of cell speeds shown corresponds to speeds reported
for polymorphonuclear leukocytes (22, 32), monocytes
(16, 17), macrophages (33), and lymphocytes (32). In both
graphs we see that random encounter time is more sensitive
to changes in these parameters than is the encounter time
for directed motion. It is also clear that increasing speed
and persistence time in the realistic range of values used
here does not make random encounter times comparable to
directed times. The amount of directional bias in cell
0 08
FIGURE 4. Effect of dimensionless
step size on dimensionless average
encounter time. Curves are parame-
0.10 terized in chemotactic index, CI.
A/R = 0.02.
motion has a greater influence on encounter time than do
these motility parameters.
In general, an increase in the amount of directional
orientation bias will decrease encounter time. The amount
of bias is indicated by p, the probability of the cell moving
to the target, and by the chemotactic index, which is
defined as the difference between p and q, the probability
of the cell moving directly away from the target. While the
chemotactic index, CI, does not uniquely describe a cell
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path, it is equivalent to the net amount of orientational bias
exhibited by the cell over its entire path. Fig. 6 presents the
variation of the dimensionless average encounter time with
the probability p for a range of CI. We see that encounter
time decreases as the amount of bias increases, and that an
increase in the net chemotactic bias, CI, leads to a decrease
in sensitivity of encounter time to the actual value of the
probability p.
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It is possible to select one point on each of these curves of
constant CI by choosing the remaining probability, m. This
reduces the problem of describing cell motion bias from
having two degrees of freedom to having one. One possible
choice is to set m equal to q so that the cell is equally likely
to move no closer to the target as it is to move directly
away. With this choice, it is possible to obtain both the
solution corresponding top = 1 (perfectly directed motion)
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FIGURE 7. Effect of chemotactic
index on dimensionless average en-
counter time. Curves are parameter-
.0 ized in two choices of dimensionless
step size, e. q - m, AIR = 0.02.
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significantly shorter than those predicted for random
motion. Chemotactic ability can be a great advantage to
cells as they encounter targets, and a small amount of bias
is nearly as good as perfectly directed motion in decreasing
the encounter time. This may have important implications
for the correlation of cell chemotactic defects with their
consequences for the effective functioning of the host
immune defense system.
In Fig. 7 we can again compare the effects of directional
bias and step size on encounter time. As in Fig. 4, we see
that random encounter time does vary with step size, and to
a greater extent than do encounter times for values of CI
greater than 0.1. However, an increase in step size by a
factor of five still results in a significantly larger encounter
time for random motion than for motion with even a
moderate amount of bias. The crossing of the curves for
different step sizes is due to slight instabilities in the
numerical integral evaluation procedure.
The final category of parameters that influence encoun-
ter times are those that describe the unit space: the starting
position of the cell relative to the target, the contact radius,
and the outer radius of the unit space. In Fig. 8 we see that
dimensionless encounter time increases with starting dis-
tance from the target, as we would expect. This graph 'also
reemphasizes the observation that encounter time is more
sensitive to changes in bias near the limit of completely
random motion than when motion is more directed. The
effect of changing contact radius on dimensionless average
encounter time is shown in Fig. 9. Encounter time is
decreased somewhat as contact radius increases, but only
by about 20% over the range of contact radius shown here
if the cell is moving with even a small amount of chemotac-
tic orientation bias. Therefore, variations in cell size or
shape due to membrane activity should have a relatively
minor effect on our encounter time estimates. Finally, Fig.
10 presents the variation of average encounter time with
the outer radius of the unit space with curves parameter-
ized in CI. When the size of the unit space is related to
target density as shown in Eq. 1, a large radius corresponds
to a low surface density of targets. As target density
decreases (R increases), encounter time increases, with a
more dramatic change seen in random motion encounter
time than in times calculated for even a small amount of
chemotactic bias. Neither starting position nor contact
radius is as effective in changing encounter time as is the
amount of directional orientation bias. A decrease in the
radius of the unit space, however, can reduce the order of
magnitude of the random encounter time to a value
comparable to that for directed motion.
CONCLUSIONS
Cells of the immune system must encounter other cells or
foreign material to perform many of their functions. Thus,
the efficiency with which a cell can come into contact with
its target may greatly influence the overall ability of the
host to defend against disease. Some of these cells have
demonstrated an ability to move chemotactically and it is
possible that this ability enhances the rate at which targets
are encountered in vivo. We have described a model for cell
motion in two dimensions in the vicinity of a target that
predicts the time required for encounter to occur if the cell
moves either completely randomly or with some amount of
chemotactic directional bias, up to the limit of perfectly
directed motion.
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The model we have presented predicts the effects that
changes in cell speed, persistence time, chemotactic direc-
tional bias, and the dimensions of the area available to the
cell have on the encounter time. The most important of our
results is the prediction that a small amount of directional
bias in cell motion reduces the encounter time considerably
from that calculated for a randomly moving cell. This
indicates that even a small amount of chemotactic ability is
a substantial advantage to scavenging cells, even when
their response is far from perfect. The order of magnitude
of the random encounter times we calculate implies that
some chemotactic bias is needed to permit cells to encoun-
ter their targets efficiently in the body, but a perfect
chemotactic response would not be required.
Our results are helpful in examining encounter in the
context of the other steps involved in overall cell functions
such as target killing or phagocytosis. The encounter time
can be compared with characteristic times for each of the
other steps, and the largest characteristic time will corre-
spond to the rate-limiting step. For example, observation of
macrophage phagocytosis of particles and bacteria indi-
cates that the characteristic time required for these cells to
ingest foreign material is of the order of 5-10 min (14, 19-
21). Characteristic times calculated here for encounter in
two dimensions depend on the choice of chemotactic index
and target density. Fig. 11 shows how average encounter
time varies with particle density for two choices of macro-
phage speeds in the limits of directed and random motion.
Since these times are larger than the estimated character-
istic time for phagocytosis, encounter may be the rate-
limiting step in the process of target clearance.
We can further understand the importance of chemo-
taxis for host defense by considering its influence on
encounter rates and on the rates of overall processes that
involve encounter. The surface-averaged encounter time
we calculate is approximately equivalent to an inverse rate
constant for the encounter process occurring among larger
numbers of cells and targets (29). When the size of the unit
space is based on the instantaneous surface density of
targets so that the rate constant depends implicitly on
target density, the encounter rate will be equal to the
product of the immune cell surface density at any time and
this encounter rate constant. This encounter rate can be
used in describing the overall process of phagocytosis, for
example, as a sequence of steps including encounter of the
target, binding of encountered targets, and ingestion. The
resulting dynamic model will predict target density as a
function of time and cell motility properties. Since our
encounter time is derived for the case of single cell and
single target encounter, its application to larger systems
will provide an approximation to the actual encounter rate
constant. The validity of this approximation can be evalu-
ated by comparison of our results to experiment or to
computer simulation of multiple cell and target behavior.
A valuable application of our results is in the correlation
of defective chemotaxis of immune cells with incidence of
infection. Whether such a defect will cause impairment of
the immune response depends not only on the magnitude of
the defect, but also on the situation in which encounter
occurs in the host and the rates of cellular processes that
follow encounter. As an example, consider the clearance of
bacteria from the lung. Here, typical initial experimental
bacterial challenges (11) are equivalent to fairly large unit
spaces (the upper range of R in Fig. 10), and encounter is
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A B
r
/O Y \ FIGURE 12. One quadrant of ade \unit space of radius r. See
Appendix A for discussion.
probably the rate-limiting step relative to ingestion. Our
analysis predicts that an observed decrease in alveolar
macrophage chemotactic index to 50% of its normal value
would cause an increase in encounter time from 5 to 10 h if
the CI is normally 0.7. To determine the resulting effect on
lung clearance of the observed chemotactic defect, both the
normal and increased encounter times we calculate must
be used in a dynamic clearance model of the type described
above.
APPENDIX A
Calculation of Incremental Change
in Radial Position
In Fig. 12 we present a view of one quadrant of a circle of radius r
surrounding a target. We let a cell at point A take a step to the right, to
point B, which corresponds to moving a distance 6 along the arc of the
circle shown and moving through an angle dO relative to its original
position. Arc length 6 is related to dO as shown below:
dO=- . (Al)
r
We calculate the vertical distance y as a function of 0 as follows:
y = r sin (90 - dO) = r cos dO, (A2)
and expand the cosine of the small angle dO in a Taylor series:
2Since y + dy = r, or y =r - dy, then
(dO)2dy = r (A4)
and for a step size 6 that is small relative to r, dr will be approximately
equal to dy:
(dO)2 62drz r - 2 (AS)2 2r
APPENDIX B
Solutions Using Alternative Scaling
for Encounter Time
When encounter time is scaled to speed as follows:
= Ws/R, (Bi1)
and the distance to the target is scaled to R, this differential equation for
dimensionless encounter time is obtained:
d2w (q-p)R (1 -p-q) dw -2 R
-+2
-+ p -. (B2dp2 [ (p + q) p (p + q) J dp (p±q)6
Let 6/R be the small parameter in a perturbation expansion, so that
° = wo + RWIl + * * . (B3)
To zeroth order in this parameter, dimensionless encounter time is
calculated from:
2 (q -P) d)o= 2 (B4)
(p + q) dp (p + q)
This equation can satisfy only the boundary condition of zero encounter
time at the target, so that:
=
p-A/R (B5)
P - q
When encounter time is scaled instead to the random motility coeffi-
cient, , as follows:
<v= WI/R2, (B6)
the resulting differential equation for dimensionless encounter time is:
d2W (q
-p) R (1-p-q)] dc -1
-2+12 + -.(B7)dp2 [ (p + q) p(p + q) J dp 2(p + q)
Using the same expansion for dimensionless encounter time in 3/R, the
zeroth order solution is calculated from:
2 ( P) ° = °. (B8)(p + q) dp
This can satisfy only the boundary condition of no change in encounter
time across the outer boundary of the unit space, so that:
wo = constant. (B9)
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